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Objectives To investigate whether individuals with autism have an increased risk for cancer relative to the general
population.
Study design We enrolled patients with autistic disorder from the Taiwan National Health Insurance database in
years 1997-2011. A total of 8438 patients diagnosed with autism were retrieved from the Registry for Catastrophic
Illness Patients database. The diagnosis of cancers was also based on the certificate of catastrophic illness, which
requires histological confirmation. The risk of cancer among the autism cohort was determined with a standardized
incidence ratio (SIR).
Results During the observation period, cancer occurred in 20 individuals with autism, which was significantly
higher than a total number of expected cancers with a SIR estimate of 1.94 (95%CI 1.18-2.99). The number of can-
cer in males was greater than the expected number with a SIR of 1.95 (1.11-3.16), but no excess risk was found for
females with a SIR of 1.91 (0.52-4.88). Cancer developed more than expected in individuals age 15-19 years with
the SIR of 3.58 (1.44-7.38), but did not differ in other age range groups. The number of cancers of genitourinary sys-
temwas significantly in excess of the expected number (SIR 4.15; 95%CI 1.13-10.65), and increased risk was found
in ovarian cancer with SIR of 9.21 (1.12-33.29).
Conclusions Our study demonstrated that patients with autistic disorder have an increased risk of cancer. (J
Pediatr 2014;-:---).

A
utism spectrum disorder (ASD) is a group of pervasive developmental disorders including autistic disorder (autism)
with persistent deficits in social communication and interaction, and restricted, repetitive patterns of behaviors, in-
terests, or activities from early childhood throughout lifespan.1 Individuals with ASD are more likely to have physical

problems, such as epilepsy,2 gastrointestinal dysfunction,3 and allergic manifestations.4 Emerging data also suggest that in-
dividuals with ASD might have an increased risk for cancer for a number of reasons. First, Ingudomnukul et al reported that
women with autistic symptoms were more likely to have a family history of ovarian, uterine, and prostate cancers, and that
mothers of children with autistic symptoms reported more breast cancer and uterine cancer, and a family history of ovarian
and uterine cancers, based on self-report questionnaires.5 Second, among the potential common genetic variants in ASD,
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several of the susceptibility loci in autism correspond to candidate oncogenes
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Until now, only 2 studies have attempted to investigate whether children with
autism were overall more likely to have newly diagnosed cancers.8,9 Lauritsen
et al found a higher co-occurrence of malignant neoplasm of the brain in patients
with autism but based upon only 1 case observed. Blatt et al did not suggest a
significantly higher concordance between autism and overall or specific child-
hood cancer, but the method was limited by small sample size, and potential un-
derestimation of the incidence of autism by reviewing medical records.9 Hence,
we conducted a national population-based cohort study using the database of
Taiwan National Health Insurance Research Database (NHIRD) to investigate
whether individuals with autism have an increased risk of cancer.
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ASD Autism spectrum disorder

ICD-9-CM International Classification of Diseases, 9th Revision, Clinical Modification

NHIRD National Health Insurance Research Database

RCIP Registry for Catastrophic Illness Patients

SIR Standardized incidence ratio
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Methods

Since March 1, 1995, Taiwan implemented a single-payer
mandatory national health insurance to provide compre-
hensive medical care coverage, which covers more than
99% of the Taiwanese population of 23 million.10 This
study included data from the Registry for Catastrophic
Illness Patients (RCIP) and data from the NHIRD, which
is a database of all registry and claims data including pa-
tients’ demographic characteristics, diagnoses, and pre-
scription claims data in ambulatory and inpatient care.
All the diseases coded in the NHIRD are based on the In-
ternational Classification of Diseases, 9th Revision, Clinical
Modification (ICD-9-CM), 2001 edition. The RCIP is a
separate National Health Insurance database that includes
patients with severe diseases such as cancer and autism.
The “catastrophic illnesses” are a set of diseases defined by
the Taiwan government, and patients with catastrophic
illness certificate get free health care for their illness or
related conditions. The regulations about application for a
catastrophic illness certificate of autism are strict including
sufficient medical records of autism for 1 year and the pro-
cess of independent peer reviews. Therefore, the diagnoses
from the RCIP database are even more convincing,
compared with the use of clinical diagnosis only. To protect
patients’ confidentiality, information that could be used to
identify beneficiaries and medical care providers was scram-
bled in NHIRD. Our dataset only contained unidentifiable
secondary data for research purposes, so this study is
exempt from full review by the institutional review board
of Taipei Veterans General Hospital (2013-10-002CE).

We conducted a retrospective cohort study by including all
individuals who were enrolled from January 1, 1997 to
December 31, 2011. A total of 10 249 patients diagnosed
with ASD (ICD-9-CM code: 299.0, 299.00, and 299.01)
were retrieved from the RCIP database. According to the reg-
ulations about application for a catastrophic illness certificate
of autism, only participants with autistic disorder were
included, but not Asperger disorder or pervasive develop-
mental disorder not otherwise specified. Exclusion criteria
included age of enrollment older than 20 years in the RCIP
database (n = 1546); presence of antecedent cancer (n = 8);
comorbidity with other major psychiatric disorders
(n = 103), such as schizophrenia (295), episodic mood disor-
ders (296), and organic problems (294); and those lost to
follow-up within 1 year of enrollment (n = 154). Finally, a to-
tal of 8438 patients with autism were enrolled as the study
cohort (Figure; available at www.jpeds.com).

The diagnosis of all the cancers was also based on the RCIP
database. Application for a catastrophic illness certificate for
cancer requires histologic confirmation, with or without
associated laboratory and imaging studies provided for
peer review. Any of the diagnoses of cancer is recognized ac-
cording to ICD-9-CM codes 140-208. Eleven groups of can-
cer were evaluated: hematologic malignancies, cancer of
central nervous system, eye cancer, head and neck cancer,
2

bone and soft tissue cancer, genitourinary cancer, breast can-
cer, digestive cancer, lung and mediastinum cancer, skin can-
cer, and thyroid cancer (Table I).

Statistical Analyses
Themain dependent variable was occurrence of incident can-
cer, the first diagnosis of 1 kind of cancer. The patients with
autism were followed until the development of cancer (the
first time of diagnosis of a particular cancer based on Na-
tional Health Insurance record), death, dropout from the na-
tional health insurance program, or the end of the year 2011.
The risk of cancer among the autism cohort was deter-

mined based on the standardized incidence ratio (SIR),
which is defined as the observed number of cancer occur-
rences divided by the expected number. The expected num-
ber of cancers was calculated by multiplying the national
cancer incidence rate specific for sex, calendar year, and age
in a 5-year interval by the corresponding stratum-specific
person-time accrued in the cohort. The incidence rates of
cancers among the general population were derived from
the Taiwan National Cancer Registry.10 The 95% CIs of
SIRs were calculated on the assumption that the observed
number of cancers followed a Poisson probability distribu-
tion. We computed the SIRs for 12 subgroups based on the
stratification of sex and 6 age groups (ie, 0-4, 5-9, 10-14,
15-19, 20-24, >25 years old; Table I). A P value of less than
.05 level, calculated based on the Poisson regression
analysis, was used to indicate statistical significance. All
statistical analyses were performed with the SPSS statistical
software v 17.0 for Windows (SPSS, Inc, Chicago, Illinois).
Results

A total of 8438 patients with autismwere identified according
to the inclusion and exclusion criteria, and 82.1% of them
were male (Table II). Overall, the cohort was observed for
76 332 person-years from 1997-2011. The median age of
enrollment in the RCIP database was 5.3 years old. The
median follow-up period was 9.13 years (Table II).

Characteristics of Patients with Autism and Cancer
During the observation period, 20 patients with autism devel-
oped cancers, whose information about the age of cancer
diagnosis, cancer type, and psychiatric comorbidities of intel-
lectual disabilities and epilepsy are presented in Table III.

Overall Cancer Risk
The number of patients with autism who developed cancer
(n = 20) was significantly higher than a total number of ex-
pected cancers (n = 10.31) in the general population with a
SIR estimate of 1.94 (95% CI 1.18-2.99; P = .01) (Table I).
Stratification according to sex and age of cancer diagnosis
showed that this excess risk was largely conferred by males
and by the age group of 15-19 years old. The number of
cancer in males was significantly greater than the expected
number with a SIR of 1.95 (95% CI 1.11-3.16; P = .021),
Chiang et al
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Table I. SIRs according to sex and age at diagnosis of cancer, and specific cancer type

Characteristics

Total M F

Observed Expected SIR (95% CI) Observed Expected SIR (95% CI) Observed Expected SIR (95% CI)

All cancers 20 10.31 1.94 (1.18-2.99)† 16 8.21 1.95 (1.11-3.16)* 4 2.10 1.91 (0.52-4.88)
Age (y)
0-4 1 0.91 1.09 (0.03-6.10) 1 0.8 1.25 (0.03-6.97) 0 0.11 0 (0-32.49)
5-9 3 2.31 1.30 (0.27-3.80) 3 2.01 1.49 (0.31-4.36) 0 0.3 0 (0-12.34)
10-14 4 2.16 1.86 (0.51-4.75) 3 1.82 1.65 (0.34-4.82) 1 0.34 2.96 (0.07-16.48)
15-19 7 1.95 3.58 (1.44-7.38)† 5 1.59 3.15 (1.02-7.36)* 2 0.37 5.45 (0.66-19.69)
20-24 3 1.61 1.86 (0.38-5.43) 2 1.15 1.73 (0.21-6.26) 1 0.46 2.17 (0.06-12.10)
>25 2 1.37 1.46 (0.18-5.28) 2 0.85 2.36 (0.29-8.53) 0 0.52 0 (0-7.07)

Hematologic 6 3.87 1.55 (0.57-3.37) 5 3.32 1.51 (0.49-3.52) 1 0.55 1.81 (0.05-10.07)
Leukemia 5 2.44 2.05 (0.67-4.79) 4 2.09 1.91 (0.52-4.89) 1 0.34 2.90 (0.07-16.16)
Lymphoma 1 1.42 0.71 (0.02-3.93) 1 1.21 0.83 (0.02-4.61) 0 0.21 0 (0-17.71)

CNS 3 1.70 1.77 (0.36-5.17) 3 1.46 2.05 (0.42-6.00) 0 0.23 0 (0-15.80)
Eye 1 0.11 9.44 (0.24-52.59) 1 0.09 10.61 (0.27-59.13) 0 0.01 0 (0-315.08)
Head and neck 1 0.57 1.77 (0.04-9.85) 0 0.48 0 (0-7.75) 1 0.09 11.17 (0.28-62.26)
Bone and Soft tissue 2 0.96 2.09 (0.25-7.56) 2 0.79 2.52 (0.31-9.12) 0 0.16 0 (0-22.55)
Genitourinary 4 0.96 4.16 (1.13-10.65)* 0 0.19 0 (0-19.43) 2 0.31 6.38 (0.77-23.06)
Cervix 0 0.03 0 (0-120.93) - - - 0 0.03 0 (0-120.93)
Uterus 0 0.03 0 (0-108.33) - - - 0 0.03 0 (0-108.33)
Ovary 2 0.22 9.22 (1.12-33.29)* - - - 2 0.22 9.22 (1.12-33.29)
Testis 2 0.46 4.33 (0.52-15.65) 2 0.46 4.33 (0.52-15.65) - - -
Bladder 0 0.05 0 (0-75.33) 0 0.04 0 (0-82.13) 0 0.00 0 (0-909.88)
Kidney 0 0.17 0 (0-21.72) 0 0.14 0 (0-25.95) 0 0.03 0 (0-133.13)

Breast 0 0.15 0 (0-23.89) 0 0.00 0 (0-1027.53) 0 0.15 0 (0-24.46)
Digestive 2 0.67 2.99 (0.36-10.8) 2 0.55 3.67 (0.44-13.25) 0 0.12 0 (0-29.76)
Esophagus 0 0.01 0 (0-574.55) 0 0.01 0 (0-585.79) 0 0.00 0 (0-29941.96)
Stomach 0 0.05 0 (0-69.27) 0 0.04 0 (0-95.17) 0 0.01 0 (0-254.55)
Colon and rectum 0 0.24 0 (0-15.59) 0 0.18 0 (0-20.20) 0 0.05 0 (0-68.36)
Liver and biliary tract 2 0.34 5.89 (0.71-21.27) 2 0.30 6.67 (0.81-24.09) 0 0.04 0 (0-92.84)
Pancreas 0 0.03 0 (0-111.15) 0 0.02 0 (0-210.19) 0 0.02 0 (0-235.88)

Lung and mediastinum 1 0.22 4.53 (0.11-25.26) 1 0.19 5.15 (0.13-28.68) 0 0.03 0 (0-140.17)
Skin 0 0.13 0 (0-27.36) 0 0.10 0 (0-36.38) 0 0.03 0 (0-110.32)
Thyroid 0 0.56 0 (0-6.55) 0 0.23 0 (0-16.33) 0 0.34 0 (0-10.93)

CNS, central nervous system; F, female; M, male.
*P < .05.
†P < .01.
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but no excess risk was found for females with a SIR of 1.91
(0.52-4.88). Cancer developed significantly more than
expected in individuals aged 15-19 years with a SIR of 3.58
(95% CI 1.44-7.38; P = .008), but did not differ
significantly in other age groups.

Cancer Risk According to Cancer Type
The number of cancers of genitourinary system in this study
cohort was significantly in excess of the expected number (4
observed vs 0.96 expected; SIR 4.15; 95% CI 1.13-10.65;
P = .034), with 2 cases of ovarian cancer and 2 cases of testis
cancer (Table I). Significantly increased risk of specific
cancer type was found only for ovarian cancer (2 observed
vs 0.22 expected; SIR 9.21; 95% CI 1.12-33.29; P = .041).
There were no statistically significant risk increase in
leukemia, lymphoma, retinoblastoma, or cancers of breast,
lung, mediastinum, skin, thyroid, central nervous system,
and digestive system in patients with autism compared
with the general population.

Discussion

This 15-year cohort study provided a population-based
sample to investigate the risk of cancers in patients with
Risk of Cancer in Children, Adolescents, and Young Adults with A
well-characterized autism. Only patients who had been clin-
ically diagnosed with autism for more than 1 year were
eligible to apply for the catastrophic illness certificate of
autism. We found that individuals with autism had signifi-
cant increase in the overall risk of cancer, especially in males
and at the age range of 15-19 years; and that the significantly
increased risk was found specifically for ovarian cancer.
Our finding of an increased risk of overall cancers in pa-

tients with autism, relative to the general population of the
same age range and sex is novel. Our results are consistent
with the work of Lauritsen et al reporting higher co-
occurrence of malignant neoplasm of the brain in patients
with autism, in which overall cancer incidence was not re-
ported.8 However, our results are consistent with a lack of
significant increase in the prevalence of autism (n = 7) among
pediatric patients with cancer (n = 702) reported by Blatt
et al.9 That study investigating the cross-sectional association
between autism and cancer risk based on medical record re-
view did not support an association between autism and
childhood cancer.9 However, patients whose medical records
did not allow determination of neurodevelopmental status
were excluded, so the incidence of autism may be underesti-
mated. In addition, the small number of patients with cancer
to examine the rate of autism among these patients may
utistic Disorder 3



Table II. Characteristics of patients with autistic
disorder

Total M F

Number of
patients

8438 6931 1507

Person-years
at risk

76 331.7 62 350.3 13 981.4

Median follow-up,
y (IQR)

9.13 (5.99-12.38) 9.04 (5.91-12.33) 9.50 (6.27-12.52)

Median age,
y (IQR)

5.30 (3.81-9.27) 5.18 (3.77-8.63) 5.98 (4.03-12.47)
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partially explain the lack of statistical significance in the asso-
ciation between ASD and overall childhood cancer. With a
much larger natural sample size and a prospective study
design over a 15-year span, our results provide evidence to
support that patients with autism may have an increased
overall risk of cancer. Studies investigating the causes of
death in individuals with autism11 and ASD12 also provided
collateral evidence for our results. Shavelle et al have reported
an elevated standardized mortality rate of cancer in individ-
uals with autism as 1.9 in those who had no or mild intellec-
tual disabilities and up to 2.9 in those who had moderate to
profound intellectual disabilities, compared with the general
population of the same sex and age.11

A meta-analysis and systematic review of cancer incidence
showed that the presence of central nervous system disorders
was associated with a reduced risk of cancer.13 Although a
lower risk of cancer was detected in patients with neurodegen-
erative disorders (effect size = 0.8), patients with Down syn-
drome had a higher risk of cancer (effect size = 1.46). Our
finding of increasing cancer risk in autism is in line with
that found in Down syndrome.13 The pathogenesis involving
neurodevelopmental process of autism and Down syndrome
Table III. Characteristics of patients with autistic disorder an

Patient Sex Age of enrollment (y) Cancer site
Age at c
diagn

1 M 8.09 AML 19.6
2 M 7.56 AML 16.6
3 F 17.09 AML 20.2
4 M 2.61 ALL 10.2
5 M 2.95 ALL 6.0
6 M 4.84 Lymphoma 19.4
7 M 2.66 CNS 7.6
8 M 2.82 CNS 7.6
9 M 2.57 CNS 13.5
10 M 2.60 Eye 4.4
11 F 14.84 Salivary gland 18.6
12 M 15.47 Connective tissue 22.3
13 M 5.11 Bone 15.0
14 M 13.25 Testis 22.6
15 M 7.45 Testis 19.9
16 F 13.83 Ovary 15.6
17 F 3.34 Ovary 14.3
18 M 4.02 Liver 11.3
19 M 20.00 Liver 27.9
20 M 17.02 Mediastinum 31.2

ALL, acute lymphoblastic leukemia; AML, acute myelogenous leukemia.
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may relate to increased cancer risk. Therefore, future studies
investigating the cancer risk in other neurodevelopmental dis-
orders, such as developmental and intellectual delays and
attention-deficit hyperactivity disorder, are warranted.
In the year 2007, the prevalence of autism in Taiwan has

been reported to be 1.23% in general population, and 3.2
times more males than females are affected,14 which are
similar with other large-scale surveys in other countries.15,16

The current study recruited predominantly male patients
with autism with male to female ratio of 4.6. Although the
SIR of overall cancer was similar in males and females (1.95
vs 1.91), the statistical significances of excess cancer risk pre-
sented only in the male patients. The results in female pa-
tients need to be tested by studies with a greater number of
person-year observations. Similarly, the SIRs across all age
groups were greater than 1, and an increasing trend of SIRs
from 0-4 to 10-14 years old groups, peaked at the 15-19 years
old group, followed by a decreasing trend. Although an excess
cancer risk by age was shown only at the range of 15-19 years,
this trend suggests that the increased SIRs in the age groups of
10-14-year-olds and 20-24-year-olds may not simply be due
to a random chance. Cancer occurring in such a young age
range is apparently a rare event. In spite of using Taiwan’s na-
tional sample, cancer as a rare event in patients with autism
may have limited power to reach statistical significance. It
warrants a validation study in other countries with larger
population.
Elevated fetal testosterone17 and other steroidogenic activ-

ity18 have been proposed to contribute to the development of
ASD. More symptoms of hormone abnormalities (eg, irreg-
ular menstrual cycle, polycystic ovary syndrome, and severe
acne) and family history of ovarian, uterine, and prostate
cancers have been reported in women with ASD.5 Until
now, some cancers have been known to be potentiated or
mediated by sex hormones, such as cancers of the breast,
d cancer

ancer
osis Age of death

Age of last
follow-up Comorbidities

2 - 20.17 -
4 - 24.31 Intellectual disability, epilepsy
4 - 30.56 Epilepsy
2 - 16.80 Intellectual disability
9 - 18.94 Epilepsy
9 - 21.07 -
3 11.19 - Intellectual disability
9 - 10.93 Epilepsy
1 - 15.26 -
4 - 6.24 -
6 - 21.12 Intellectual disability
8 - 32.18 -
9 16.10 - -
0 - 28.25 -
3 - 21.98 -
7 18.60 - Intellectual disability, epilepsy
0 - 15.52 Intellectual disability
9 - 14.86 -
3 27.97 - Intellectual disability
8 - 31.62 -

Chiang et al
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ovary, uterus,19 and testis.20 Because increased sex steroid has
been thought to be a shared etiology between ASD and sex
steroid-related conditions,21 sex hormones might also be
the possible shared etiology between ASD and steroid-
sensitive cancer. In line with previous reports, 2 of our find-
ings provide evidence to support that testosterone and other
sex hormones play a role in the development of ASD.17,18,21

First, we found an excess cancer risk in age range of 15-
19 years old. Second, our data also revealed a higher risk of
ovarian cancer and an elevated SIR in testis cancer (though
not reaching statistically significant). Puberty starts between
ages 9-14 years with pulsatile release of luteinizing hormone
and the follicle-stimulating hormone, which stimulate
gonadal maturation and production of sex steroids, most
notably testosterone in boys and estradiol in girls.22 Most
malignant tumors of the ovary and testis in pediatric patients
are of germ cell origin, and sex steroids are assumed to be
important for the rise and progression of germ cell cancer.23

Even intrauterine hormonal exposure (ie, synthetic estrogen
diethylstilbestrol) has been linked to risk of testicular can-
cer.24 Therefore, our finding implies that patients with
autism might have exposure to an abnormal level of sex hor-
mones,25 which may contribute to the pathogenesis of ASD
and cancers in the gonadal system. However, such an
assumption needs to be validated in future investigation.

Although the etiology of autism is still unclear, it is
believed to be underpinned by genetic factors and gene-
environment interactions which contribute to atypical neural
development, a pattern of overgrowth in head circumfer-
ence,26 and increased cortical thickness, and reduced surface
area of brain.27 Among the potential common genetic vari-
ants in autism, several of the susceptibility loci in autism
correspond to candidate oncogenes and tumor-suppressor
genes.6 In 2 studies of patients with ASD, the tumor suppres-
sor gene, PTEN, had mutation in those with macrocephaly,28

and individuals with germline mutations of PTEN have been
reported to have increased age-adjusted SIR of cancer,
namely breast cancer, endometrial cancer, thyroid cancer,
colorectal cancer, kidney cancer, and melanoma.29 Among
the copy number variants identified in children with ASD
by Gannon et al, 63% of the microdeletions or duplications
at these candidate loci have been reported to be associated
with cancer.7 These findings also suggested that individuals
with autism may be at an increased risk of cancer, relative
to the general population.

In addition to common genetic variants with small effect as
the etiology of autism,7 around 10% of patients with autism
have associated genetic syndromes such as tuberous sclerosis,
which belongs to rare mutations with large effects.30 The ge-
netic deficits of tuberous sclerosis have been found to be asso-
ciated with signal transduction to regulate cell growth and
survival.31 The etiology of tuberous sclerosis is mutations
in either TSC1 or TSC2 genes. These are tumor-suppressor
genes, and their gene products form a heterodimer, the
TSC1-TSC2 complex, to regulate as the sensor and integrator
of cell growth, and lead to the formation of hamartomas in
multiple organs, including brain, kidney, skin, and lung.32
Risk of Cancer in Children, Adolescents, and Young Adults with A
Taken together, our results suggest that autism and cancer
might have shared genetic variants related to the etiologies
of autism and cancer as well.
Several limitations of this study need to be considered

when interpreting the results. First, personal information
such as body mass index, dietary habits, parental and
maternal age, family history of autism and cancers, informa-
tion of syndromic autism linked to identifiable genetic defi-
cits, and the use of anti-epileptic medications were not
available in our dataset. Therefore, we were not able to take
these potential confounding and interacting factors into
our statistical analyses. Second, the age of enrollment in pa-
tients with autism was below 20 years old with an average
follow-up of 9.13 years, so our results cannot provide suffi-
cient evidence in those cancers that are generally more prev-
alent in adults and elderly. Nevertheless, this study provides
more reliable evidence in the risk of cancer from childhood
to young adulthood. Research with a longer follow-up period
is needed to demonstrate whether there is an increased cancer
risk in adults with ASD. Third, the overall sample size of this
study is relatively large, but there is still limited power to
conduct subgroup analysis of SIR in most of the cancer types,
age groups, and in females because cancer is a rare event in
children, adolescents, and young adults with autism. The
findings for female patients with autism are tentative given
the small number of patients. Despite above-mentioned
methodological limitations of this study, a novel topic, a na-
tional large-scale sample, a careful, strict, and comprehensive
diagnostic procedure of ASD and cancer, and a prospective
follow-up study design constitute the strengths of this study.
This nationwide population-based study provided the

first direct evidence to support a temporal relationship of
increased risks of cancer in patients with autism prospec-
tively. Because of relatively short follow-up period (15 years)
in comparison with long lifespan (60-80 years), our novel
findings were limited only to the cancer occurring at child-
hood to young adulthood. Further investigations with a
longer follow-up period, larger sample-sized study,
different ethnic groups, and inclusion of potential risk fac-
tors, such as body mass index, dietary habits, infection, and
lifestyle, are needed to clarify the association between
autism and cancer. n
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Figure. Flow chart for patient selection.
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